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in working order for full operations.  Then the next major milestone, which is the key milestone for the entire project is 
12/12/12. This is the date for the opening of all the west side gates and the central core, including the new concession mall.  At 
this point the east side gates are not yet operational, and routing of passengers into the new central core will be through the ex-
isting security check points until the final security check point on the mezzanine is constructed and becomes operational. 

The following four photographs show how the new Bradley West facility will look upon completion.  All gates will not open 
and be operational at the same time.  Each photograph shows the key milestones for operation of the various concourses and 
gates.  The first milestone, September 2012, will open the first gate on the north concourse for and Aircraft Design Group 
(ADG) VI gate.  This will allow for a “soft start” and an opportunity to commence minimal operations and ensure everything is 
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The next step following the 12/12/12 opening will be the demolition of the existing south concourse to allow completion of the 
east apron for the new south concourse. The south concourse east gates are anticipated to become operational in August of 2013. 

Demolition of the north concourse will follow the demolition of the south concourse, clearing the way for the final construction 
and opening of all gates.  The east side of the north concourse is scheduled to open in December of 2013. 
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BIM Notes 
The BIM provides a graphical representation of how 
the building is ‘constructed’.  This snapshot represents 
February 2011.   
 
 The main structural steel for the north concourse is 
complete 

 
 The crane has relocated and completed the first sec-
tion of structural steel for the south concourse 

 
 Excavation continues for the central core allowing 
for construction of the structural foundations and 
concrete wall pours in preparation of structural 
steel.  Additionally, demolition of various compo-
nents of the TBIT west wall continues 


